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PUBLISHER-LEVEL REPORTING OVERVIEW

Publisher-level reporting allows clients with multiple sites to create reports which analyze data across those sites. This reporting allows the creation of classifications and custom values that can be used in the organization of submission reporting.

ACCESSING THE PUBLISHER-LEVEL REPORTS

Publisher-level reports are accessed by first obtaining reporting permissions to a portal level. To request reporting permissions, please contact ScholarOne.

Once you log in to the portal level, you will notice a Reports Dashboard link.

The Reports Dashboard is divided into two sections:

The Reports section contains links for:

- **Custom Reports**: Your legacy portal-level reports (which have been re-built in Cognos as part of this project)
- **Standard Reports**: The new publisher-level reports which will utilize the new custom classification system

The Setup Tools section contains two links:

- The Classification Setup link provides the necessary tools to create custom journal classifications
The Assign Classifications to Sites link is where journals can be assigned specific classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dashboards</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>From the Reports Dashboard you can run any report listed in the Standard Reports section below. You may also use the Setup Tools to categorize your sites using custom classifications. Go to “Classification Setup” to create a set of custom journal classifications. Assign these classifications to individual journals through the “Assign Classifications to Sites” link. Once assigned, these classifications will enable you to sort, group and filter your report results by geographic region, subject matter, etc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reports</strong></td>
<td><strong>Setup Tools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click the name of the report you'd like to run.</td>
<td>Click ‘Classification Setup’ to create a custom classification or click ‘Assign Classification to Sites’ to categorize individual sites using the categories you have created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Custom Reports</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard Reports</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submissions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Summary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invited Papers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submissions Over Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transferred Manuscripts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publisher Level Classifications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification Setup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign Classifications to Sites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SETUP TOOLS

SETTING UP CUSTOM JOURNAL CLASSIFICATIONS

The custom classification and journal assignment features built into publisher-level reporting provide a powerful tool for analyzing data across your portfolio of journals. Once you have assigned classifications to journals within your portfolio, you can use these classifications for grouping and filtering report data. For example, if you needed a report comparing submission counts between your traditional and Open Access journals, you would simply create a classification denoting which journals were Open Access and which were not. Cognos does the rest, aggregating data for each category to return an easy-to-read report.

To begin setting up your portal’s classifications, click the Classification Setup link under Setup Tools on the Reports Dashboard. The Classification Setup page offers two options for users trying to create or edit custom classifications. The Create Classifications tab contains a simple interface for adding, editing and deleting classifications and values. The Import Classifications tab allows you to upload classifications and values in a CSV file.

Option 1: Create Classifications

Click Classification Setup in the Publisher Level Classifications section. The Create Classification tab will display. Click the Add button under Classifications Setup on the left-hand table. This will bring up an editable row where you can enter the name of your first classification. In the example below, the user is creating a classification named “Region”. To complete the classification click Save or, to remove the editable row without saving, click Cancel. Additional classifications may be created by repeating this process. The application supports up to 10 different classifications.
Once a classification has been created, you can add its underlying values in the **Edit Classification Values** table to the right. Choose the classification for which you would like to add values by selecting it from the list. The selected value will be highlighted. In the example below the user is adding values for the Subject classification.
Classifications values are added in the same manner as Classification names. Once the classification is selected, click the **Add** button on the **Edit Classification Values** table. This will bring up an editable row where you can enter the name of your first value. Click **Save** to complete the value. By repeating this process, you can add up to 100 different values per classification.

Please note that classification names and values **cannot** contain commas.

To delete an item, simply select it from its respective list and hit the **Delete** button. Note that deleted items are permanently removed and deleting a classification name will delete all its underlying values.
To edit an existing classification name or underlying value simply double click the item to make it editable, make the desired changes and click **Save**. Note that editing a classification name will not change any of the underlying values and editing an underlying value will not remove any of its journal assignments.

**Option 2: Import Classifications**

Importing classifications via a CSV template is also supported. To begin, click the **Classification Setup** link under **Setup Tools** on the **Reports Dashboard**. Here, you will be prompted to complete a three-step process. To complete the first step, click the **Download classifications import template** link.
This will open a CSV template on your computer. Fill out the template by entering your desired classifications and saving the file to your computer in CSV format. The example shown below depicts the blank template as it will initially appear as well as a completed template. In this example, there are three classifications: Region, Open Access (Y/N) and Subject (see column C). To the right of each classification, are the desired values for each classification.
The Classification Import template supports up to 10 different classifications with each classification supporting 100 distinct values.

Please note that classification names and values cannot contain commas.

Once the classifications import template is saved to your computer use the Browse button in Step 3 to locate the file and upload. A status message will appear letting you know the upload was successful or that the upload failed and corrections need to be made to the file. If corrections are needed, location information for each error in the file will be included in the message.

After your initial upload of classifications, you can continue to upload new classifications and values until you reach the maximum of 10 classifications, simply download a new template, add the desired additional classifications after the existing classifications in the file, and upload again. New classifications and values must be added after existing values as seen in the example below.
Editing or removing any existing values in the template will cause the upload to fail. If you need to delete or rename a classification or value, please use the Create Classifications function described in Option 1 above.

ASSIGNING CLASSIFICATIONS TO SITES

With your portal’s custom classifications setup, you are ready to assign values to specific journals. To do this, navigate back to the Reports Dashboard and click the Assign Classifications to Journal link. The Assign Classifications to Journal page offers two options for assigning classifications, Make Assignments and Import Assignments. The Make Assignments tab offers a simple interface for linking underlying classification values to individual journals on the portal. You may also Import Assignments using a CSV file.
Option 1: Make Assignments

The **Make Assignments** tab displays a table containing all journals within the portal. The full name and short name for each journal are provided along with columns for each of the classifications currently saved to the portal. To change the value assigned to a specific journal, simply double-click the existing value (or empty cell when there is no existing assignment) and a drop-down menu will appear with the current values available for the selected classification. Select the desired assignment for the journal. Assignments are saved automatically. To remove an assignment from a journal and leave it unassigned, select the “(none)” option.
The **Make Assignments** tab includes search functionality to help you locate specific journals on the portal. Simply enter the desired search term and click the magnifying glass. Only those journals with the search term in their full name will be displayed. Standard paging controls are also included to help manage large portal sites.

**Note:** Classifications, their underlying values and journal assignments are shared by all users across the portal. Any changes made will affect all reports run on the portal. While classifications and assignment are saved automatically, they can take up to 4 hours to be reflected in Cognos.
Additional Features on the Make Assignments Tab

On the Make Assignments tab, moving your mouse over a column header will bring up an arrow. Click this arrow to bring up additional options.

The Sort Ascending and Sort Descending options allow you to sort the table using any of the classifications.

For the Columns option, un-checking any item in the list will hide that specific column.

The Lock feature allows gives the ability to lock any column to the left side of the screen.
Option 2: Import Assignments

From the Reports Dashboard, click the Assign Classifications to Sites link and click the Import Assignments tab.

You will complete a three-step process similar to the one you used to create your custom classifications.
Begin by clicking **Step 1: Download the Assignment Import Template**. This opens a Download window that allows you to download the template, resource file, and instructions. Select Download Assignment Import Template.

The names of classifications uploaded to the portal will be pre-populated with 10 rows for each journal under the portal, one row for each possible classification. You simply complete the template by entering the **Classification Value** you would like to assign to each journal on the portal (one value per classification). The example shown below depicts a blank Assignment Import template, as it will initially appear, as well as completed template.
All classification values entered into the template must match those saved on the site. You can use the Resource File provided on the Download page to look up the available classifications for your portal. The Resource file is a copy of the template used to upload the current classifications on the portal and can be downloaded as a reference while making assignments.

Once the assignment import template is completed and saved to your computer as a CSV file, use the Browse button in Step 3, to locate the file and upload. A status message will appear letting you know either the upload was successful or that corrections need to be made to the file. If corrections are needed, location information for each error in the file will be included in the message.
To make changes to your portal’s current assignments simply download the assignment Import template, make the desired changes and upload the revised file. Please note that it may take up to 4 hours for uploaded assignments to be reflected in Cognos.
VIEWING THE REPORTS DASHBOARD

RUNNING CUSTOM REPORTS

The Custom Reports section will only contain reports if there were custom reports created for the Publisher.

RUNNING STANDARD REPORTS

Once you have set-up custom classifications to your portal and made your desired journal assignments, you are ready to run one of the Standard Reports. To begin, navigate to the Standard Reports section of the Reports Dashboard and click the link for the report you would like to run. The selection criteria page for the selected report will open. The following sections describe each of the Standard Reports: Submissions, Decisions, Reviews, Production Statistics and Journal Summary, in more detail.
Submissions Report

From the selection criteria page, you can customize the Submissions report using the following features:

- **Group by** – Aggregate manuscript submissions by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal
- **Submission Date** – Limit report results to a specific time period
- **Include** – Include or filter out specific manuscript submission types. Filter for original submissions, resubmissions and revisions
- **Filter on** – Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available

Once you have made your desired changes to the selection criteria, click the **Finish** button to generate your report.
The resulting Submissions Report aggregates manuscript submission data across all the journals in the portal according the selections made on the selection criteria page. In this example the user has grouped by Country of Submitting Author. Data columns contained in the report include:

- **# of Submissions** – For each submission type selected on the selection criteria page (original, resubmission, revision), the report will have a column showing the related submission count. For example, if you include original submissions and revisions but not resubmissions, your report will contain the # of Submissions column for both original submissions and revisions but not resubmissions.

- **% of Total** – Corresponding to the # of Submissions column, this field provides the percent of submissions each group represents. For example, in the example below, authors from the United States submit 11.4% of original manuscripts across the portal, but 27.7% of resubmissions.

- **Total Submissions** – The sum of all submissions included in the report.

- **Final Accept** – The number of included submissions with a final accept decision.

- **Final Reject** – The number of included submissions with a final reject decision.

- **Reject Without Review** – The number of included submissions with a final reject decision and no completed reviews.

- **In Process** – The number of included submissions without a final decision.

- **Accept Rate (%)** – The number of submissions with a final accept decision as a percent of submissions with either a final accept or final reject decision.
The Submissions report allows you to drill down to the underlying journal-level data making up each custom grouping. Select the hyperlinked label for the grouping you would like to see in more detail and a journal summary report will generate.
Decisions Report

From the selection criteria page, you can customize the Decisions report using the following features:

- **Group by** – Aggregate manuscript decision data by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal.

- **Submission Date** – Limit report results to submissions in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

- **Decision Date** – Limit report results to decisions in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

- **Include** – Include or filter out specific manuscript submission types. Filter for original submissions, resubmissions and revisions.

- **Filter on** – Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available.
Once you have made your desired changes to the selection criteria, click the Finish button to generate your report.

The resulting Decisions report aggregates manuscript decision data across all the journals in the portal according to the selections made on the Prompt page. In this example the user has grouped by Geographic Region. Data columns contained in the report include:

- **# of Submissions** – The total number of submissions received during the selected time period based on the submission types included on the prompt page. Included submission types will appear in the column header.

- **% of Total** – Corresponding to the # of Submissions column, this field provides the percent of total submissions each grouping represents.

- **Final Accept** – The number of included submissions with a final Accept decision.

- **Final Reject** – The number of included submissions with a final Reject decision.

- **Reject Without Review** – The number of included submissions with a final Reject decision and no completed reviews.
• **In Process** – The number of included submissions without a final decision

• **Accept Rate (%)** – The number of submissions with a final Accept decision as a percent of all submissions with a final decision.

• **Average # of Revisions** – The average number of revisions submitted for decided manuscripts.

• **Time from Original Submission to First Decision** – The number of days between the original submission date of a manuscript and the date when its first (original) decision is rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from Original Submission to Final Decision** – The number of days between the original submission date of a manuscript and the date when its final decision is rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from First Invitation to Final Decision** – For manuscripts with at least one returned review and a final decision, the number of days between the first reviewer invitation being sent out and the final decision. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from Original Submission to Final Accept** – For accepted manuscripts, the number of days between the original submission date and the date when the final accept decision is rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from Original Submission to Immediate Reject** – For manuscripts rejected prior to a completed review, the number of days between the original submission and the date when the final rejection was rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from Original Submission to Reject with Transfer** – For manuscripts transferred to another journal, the number of days between the original submission and the date when the Reject with Transfer decision was rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.

• **Time from Original Submission to Final Reject** – For rejected manuscripts, the number of days between the original submission date and the date when the final reject decision is rendered. Displayed as a mean and median value.
The **Decisions** report also allows you to drill down to the underlying journal level data making up each custom grouping. Simply click the hyperlinked label for the grouping you would like to see in more detail and a journal summary report will generate.

### Reviews Report

The **Reviews** report aggregates data related to reviewer invitations and completed reviews across all journals in the portal. From the selection criteria page you can customize the Reviews report using the following features:

- **Group by** – Aggregate manuscript decision data by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal.

- **Submission Date** – Limit report results to submissions in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

- **Decision Date** – Limit report results to decisions in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.
• **Include** – Include or filter out specific manuscript submission types. Filter for original submissions, resubmissions and revisions.

• **Filter on** – Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available

Once you have made your desired changes to the selection criteria, click the **Finish** button to generate your report.

The resulting Reviews report will contain the following fields:

• **# of Submissions** – The total number of submissions received during the selected time period based on the submission types included on the prompt page. Included submission types will appear in the column header.

• **# of Review Invitations** – The total number of reviewer invitations sent out for the submissions included in the report.

• **# of Accepted Invitations** – The total number of reviewer invitations accepted.

• **# of Declined Invitations** – The total number of reviewer invitations declined.

• **# with No Response** - The total number of reviewer invitations with no response.

• **Invitation Accept Rate (%)** – The acceptance rate on all reviewer invitations calculated as (# of Accepted Invitations / # of Review Invitations) * 100.

• **Reviews Completed** – The total number of completed reviews returned to the journal for the submissions included in the report.

• **Completed Reviews / Invitations (%)** – Reviews Completed divided by # of Review Invitations* 100.

• **Average # of Revisions** – The total number of revisions received for submissions included in the report.

• **Completed Reviews per Decision** – The mean and median number of completed reviews per decided submission for those submissions included in the report which have a decision.

• **Reviewers per Decision** – The mean and median number of invited reviewers per decided submission for those submissions included in the report which have a decision.
Like other Publisher-level Reports, the **Reviews** report will allow you to drill down to the underlying journal level data making up each custom grouping. Simply click the hyperlinked label for the grouping you would like to see in more detail.

**Production Statistics Report**

The **Production Statistics** report aggregates data related to production turnaround times across all sites within the portal. From the selection criteria page you can customize the Production Statistics report using the following features:

- **Group by** – Aggregate manuscript data by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal.

- **Submission Date** – Limit report results to submissions in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

- **Acceptance Date** – Limit report results to manuscripts accepted in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

- **Filter on** – Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available.
Once you have made your desired changes to the selection criteria, click the Finish button to generate your report.

The resulting Production Statistics report will contain the following fields:

- **# of Accepted Submissions** – The total number of accepted submissions during the selected time periods.

- **Time from Original Submission to Export** – The mean and median time (in days) between the original submission of a manuscript and its export. Only accepted manuscripts with an export date will be included in the calculation.

- **Time Acceptance to Export** – The mean and median time (in days) between final acceptance of a manuscripts and its export. Only accepted manuscripts with an export date will be included in the calculation.
• **Time from Submission to Web Published Date** – The mean and median time (in days) between original submission of a manuscript and its web publication date. Only accepted manuscripts with a Web Published Date will be included in the calculation. If no manuscripts fitting the report criteria have a Web Published Date, the field will appear blank.

• **Time from Submission to Print Published Date** – The mean and median time (in days) between original submission of a manuscript and its print publication date. Only accepted manuscripts with a Print Published Date will be included in the calculation. If no manuscripts fitting the report criteria have a Print Published Date, the field will appear blank.

• **Time from eForms Completion to Export** – The mean and median time (in days) between eForms completion for a manuscript and its export. Only accepted manuscripts with an eForms completion date and an export date should be included in the calculation. If no manuscripts fitting the report criteria have an eForms completion date, the field should appear blank.

Like other Publisher-level Reports, the Production Statistics report will allow you to drill down to the underlying journal level data making up each custom grouping. Simply click the hyperlinked label for the grouping you would like to see in more detail.

### Journal Summary Report

The Journal Summary provides a listing of all journal sites within the portal along with useful information such Admin and EIC contact information and their ISSN #. Using the prompt page, you can customize which journals appear in the report and how they are grouped together.
For each journal on the portal, the Journal Summary report will contain the following fields.

- Journal Name
- Journal URL Suffix
- Site Status
- Live Date
- Admin Contact (Name)
- Admin Contact (Email)
- EIC Contact (Name)
- EIC Contact (Email)
- Blinding Setting
- ISSN
- eISSN
- Columns for each classification utilized by the portal
Invited Papers

This report will allow the ability to view invitation counts, acceptance rates, and other relevant metrics for invited submissions across a suite of journals.

From the selection criteria page you can customize the Invited Papers report using the following features:

**Group by:** Aggregate invited papers data by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal.

**Invited Date:** Limit report results to invitations sent in a specific time period. Select an exact start and end date or use the Earliest/ Latest Date buttons to easily pull the widest available range.

**Filter on:** Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available

The Invited Papers report aggregates invited submission data across all the journals in the portal according to the selections made on the Prompt page. Data columns contained in the report include:

**# of Author Invitations:** Total count of author invitations sent out during the selected time period.

**# of Accepted Invitations:** Count of author invitations sent out during the selected time period with an ‘Accept’ response.

**# of Declined Invitations:** Count of author invitations sent out during the selected time period with a ‘Decline’ response.
**No Response:** Count of author invitations sent out during the selected time period without response.

**Invitation Accept Rate (%):** Accepted invitations as a percent of all invitations sent. Calculated as (\# of Accepted Invitations/\# of Author Invitations) * 100

**\# of Submissions:** The total number of submissions resulting from invitations included in the report.

**Avg Author Invitations per Submission:** The total number of author invitations divided by the number of submissions

**Avg \# of Revisions:** The number of revisions submitted for manuscripts included in this report.

**\# of Accepted Submissions:** Total number of accepted submissions resulting from invitations included in the report

**Accepted Submissions/ Invitations (%):** Accepted submissions as a percent of total invitations. Calculated as (\# of Accepted Submissions/\# of Author Invitations) * 100

### Invited Papers Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th># of Author Invitations</th>
<th># of Accepted Invitations</th>
<th># of Declined Invitations</th>
<th># No Response</th>
<th>Invitation Accept Rate (%)</th>
<th># of Submissions</th>
<th>Submissions / Invitations</th>
<th>Avg # of Revisions</th>
<th># of Accepted Submissions</th>
<th>Accepted Submissions / Invitations (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Journals</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Submissions Over Time**

This report can be used to compare aggregate submission counts across multiple time periods in a single report. Submissions can be grouped into specific calendar periods to facilitate comparisons.
**Group by:** Aggregate submission counts by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to the journals in the portal.

**Submission Date:** Limit the reports results to submission received during a specific time period.

**Time Grouping:** Group report results into a specific calendar period.

**Filter on:** Custom journal classifications

**Include:** Submission types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Report Name:</th>
<th>Submissions Over Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description:</td>
<td>The Submissions Over Time Report aggregates submission counts across all journal sites linked to this portal and allows you to group data into specific calendar periods. For example, selecting a submission date from Jan 1, 2011 to Dec 31, 2012 and then selecting a time grouping of year will generate a report comparing submission counts in 2012 to those in the prior year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group by:</td>
<td>Country of Submitting Author, S1M Team, HOST Group, Region/Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter on:</td>
<td>[ ] S1M Team, [ ] UK, [ ] US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **From:**
  - Jan 1, 2014
  - Earliest date

- **To:**
  - Feb 28, 2014
  - Latest date

- **Time Grouping:**
  - [ ] None
  - [ ] Month
  - [ ] Year
  - [ ] Original Submissions
    - [ ] Revisions
    - [ ] Resubmissions
Transferred Manuscripts

This report is for statistics on manuscripts transferred to and from sites on a given portal.

**Note:** The Transferred Manuscripts report aggregates data collected from the transfer decisions added as part of the Post Decision Manuscript Transfer functionality. Data from older transfer functionalities will not be included in this report.

The report can be customized using the following features:

- **Group by:** Aggregate transferred manuscripts by either the country of the submitting author or any of the custom classifications assigned to journals in the portal.

- **Submission Date:** Limit report results to submissions received during a specific time period

- **Transfer Date:** Limit report results to manuscripts transferred during a specific time period

- **Filter on:** Filter report data based on any of the custom journal classifications available

- **Include:** Select with submission types you would like to include in the report results
The report aggregates transferred articles data across all the journals in a portal according to the selection made on the prompt page. Data contained in the report includes:

**Manuscripts Transferred In:** Total count of all manuscripts transferred into portal sites meeting the criteria set up on the prompt page

**Transfers Accepted for Publication:** Total count of manuscripts transferred in which have a final accept decision

**Transfers Rejected for Publication:** Total count of manuscripts transferred in which have a final reject decision

**Transfer Acceptance Rate (%):** Calculated as Transfers Accepted for Publication/ (Transfers Accepted for Publication + Transfers Rejected for Publication) *100 - - - Should be displayed to one decimal place

**Manuscripts Transferred Out:** Total count of all manuscripts transferred out of portal sites meeting the criteria set up on the prompt page
Manuscripts with Immediate Transfer: Total count of all manuscripts transferred out from the Admin Checklist

Manuscripts with Reject with Transfer Decision: Total count of all manuscripts transferred out that have the Reject with Transfer Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal Name</th>
<th>Manuscripts Transferred In</th>
<th>Transfers Accepted For Publication</th>
<th>Transfers Rejected For Publication</th>
<th>Transferred Manuscripts in Process</th>
<th>Transfer Acceptance Rate (%)</th>
<th>Manuscripts Transferred Out</th>
<th>Manuscripts with Immediate Transfer</th>
<th>Manuscripts with Reject with Transfer Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issues in Comprehensive Pediatric Nursing</td>
<td>ucpp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability in Research: Policies and Quality Assurance</td>
<td>er</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting and Business Research</td>
<td>abr</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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